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Nursery
What’s been happening?
We have had a lovely time talking about pets with
each other. The children have talked a lot about
which animals would make suitable pets and some of
us have been able to share our pets with our friends,
using photos and talking about what we need to so in order to
look after them. We have also discussed what pets we might
like to have in the future or maybe not at all and why. All the
children drew a lovely picture of their chosen pet or favourite
animal. We also had great fun rhyming some of the pet names
with everyday objects. We found it quite tricky to hear some
of the rhyming but we are getting better with practise.
This week we have started a new story called ‘Rosie’s Walk’
by Pat Hutchins. This is a lovely book which focusses on understanding and using prepositions to describe actions and
placement. The children have had fun trying to understand
and use prepositions to follow instructions on an obstacle
course. We have also had fun using a computer
game to follow instructions too. We have had to
build all sorts of animals house
and decorate them. The children
were great at this!

Our Pets
Thank you to all who have sent in lovely pictures of your
child with their pets or other animals.

The children have loved showing these to their friends.
Having the chance to share these experiences increases
your child’s confidence to talk aloud and share
their knowledge and ideas. Well done everyone.

Reception
Where do the weeks go? The time seems to fly by and we simply cannot believe how
much the Reception children are growing up. In the Summer Term, we focus lots of embedding all of the skills that they have learnt and can see how much the have come on.
Their writing is moving forward each and every day and seeing the children write more
and more, using more and more sounds. In Mathematics, we can see children start to
problem solve and apply their knowledge of number to different contexts. This week,
we have focussed on measuring; measuring time, height and length. This is a different
skill and introduces the children to a wider range of mathematical vocabulary.

We had an amazing Superhero
Day, the children (and adults)
absolutely loved it and fun was
had by all!

Homework
We are looking at introducing some online
homework over the next few weeks, some
ideas that the children can practice at
home...watch this space for more information!

Reminders

Nursery children and Reception children who may need
it—Please remember to send a bag of spare clothes into
school for your child if they have
a toileting accident.
We would also appreciate any
donations of spare clothes
(particularly underwear and
socks) that we could keep in our
‘spare clothing’ cupboard.
Many thanks

